We investigate physical layer opportunities resulting from multimedia streams which use progressive coding. With such progressively encoded video frames the location of the first hit error is more important than the overall bit error probability. This makes the expected error free length a reasonable metric for performance optimization. One physical layer opportunity is the adjustment of bit energy within data frames. For wireless links nonuniform hit-energy distributions result in a flexible solution that may he used in conjunction with channel coding. We identify system gains to be achieved with nonuniform bit energy distribution optimizations and also show that a simplified frame truncation technique may be used without significant loss of quality.
INTRODUCTION
High bit-rate connections makes multimedia over the Internet possible. The video stream consumes the most resources so we concentrate on this within a system containing both wired and wireless links as in Figure 1 . For wired networks the SNR is high and the main problem is congestion. A wireless link however introduces into the network new sources for channel unreliability, such as fading and interference. We consider how physical layer processing could be used to achieve graceful degradation of the video quality as channel conditions vary.
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Starting with the source, to make graceful degradation possible the source video must he available at different quality levels. There are a variety of ways to do this is e.g. par- In the case of parallel encoder the source provides different qualities in different streams and the user connects to the stream with the desired quality. A pyramidal encoder also consists of several streams but they are organized as one basic stream and several refinement streams so the user connects to the basic stream and a number of refinement streams to get the desired quality. The adaptive code rate uses a feedback from the decoder to adjust the code rate and channel coding to achieve best performance at all times. Progressive encoding is a recent image compression technique where data for an image are ordered in perceptual importance, see Figure 2 . For our purposes here, we consider video to k a succession of such progressively coded images.
All the different methods create different types of problems in network transportation. The parallel encoder generates a high load on network since several quality levels may have to k present at the same time. This problem is somewhat reduced with the pyramidal encoder, but the transportation should prioritize the basic layer. Two possible protocols for this are Differentiated Services, (DiffServ) [4] and Selective Truncation Internetwork Protocol, (STRIP) [5] . With DiffServ different quality levels are sent in separate IF'-packets and in the case of congestion a router is allowed to drop the lower priority packages. However, with this method packet reordering can cause problems in applications requiring low latency, such as video conferencing, if image frame packets are reordered by the network the decoder must buffer data to restore the order, introducing delay. The packet reordering problem is smaller in STRIP, since data for one frame remains in one packet but the data is ordered within the packet with high priority basic data first followed by lower priority enhancement layers. In the case of congestion the STRIP aware routers are allowed to remove the low priority data part of the packet. For the adaptive code rate the major draw hack is the delay in adaption due to the delay of the feedback.
With progressive encoded data the encoder transmits at full rate and if the channel can not support full resolution transmission, due to congestion or radio link affects, transmission quantization can be done by truncation of frame data in the progressive stream. This requires that the packets with progressive data are "tagged" to mark them as truncatahle. One such proposed method to provide such functionality is known as Hints and Notifications [6]. The draw hack with progressive video coding is the use of variable code word length in the source compression which means that data decoded after the first bit error becomes essentially useless. The error free decoded data length decides the quality. The result is that the location of the first error is more important than the overall bit error probability. One channel coder that addresses this problem is FEED [7]. It focuses on determining the location of the first non-correctable error. The advantage with progressively coded data in the case of graceful degradation is that it allows for a more continuous scale of quality since the decoded quality depends on the decoded length of the frame data.
Herein we investigate how the radio interface in a wireless link could identify the tagged progressive data and use nonuniform bit energy distributions to achieve unequal error protection to increase the error free length. Possible ways to achieve nonuniform bit energy distributions are to use hit loading in OFDM [SI, HQAM [9] or the punctured convolution codes in FEED. Our analysis herein ignores any specific channel coding per si?, but the ideas presented may be applied in concert with such channel coding.
MODEL
We assume that the video coder produces a fixed frame rate of progressively coded video data (e.g. SPIHT [3] video coder) where each frame contains N symbols from a QPSK constellation. In our case N = 19200 this corresponds to an image of 320 x 240 pixels compressed to 112 bit per pixel.
The radio channel model is assumed to be a flat fading channel with slow fading. This can be modeled with AWGN with slowly varying noise level, which is assumed to he constant during a frame. The wireless link is also assumed to include a low data rate feedback path or some other mechanism to estimate link performance. This simple model allows analytical calculations, reducing the need for simulations.
NONUNIFORM BIT-ENERGY AND ERROR FREE LENGTH
With nonuniform bit-energy distributions different symbols necessarily have different error probabilities. We denote the energy in symbol n of the frame as E,(n) for n = 0,. . . , N -
We then have
EJn) 2 0, n = O , ..., N -l which ensures a constant average power using the same energy for each frame. The symbol error probability for each symbol, p n , is
We define the error free length, I , to be the position of the first error. Assuming independent symbol errors .. .
The expected error free length, L, is given by
nPr(l = n ) + N n ( I -p.). ( 2 )
In agreement with intuition it can immediately be seen that EJn) is a non-increasing function of n. To see this, consider a strictly decreasing symbol energy E,(n). It can be shown that swapping any two contiguous elements lowers the expected error free length.
OPTIMAL NONUNIFORM BIT-ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
We seek the optimal hit-energy distribution to maximize the expected error free length, L, for a given channel's SNR.
The N-vector optimization problem takes place in a subset of RN, where a closed form of the solution is difficult.
However, a numerical sreepesf ascent [lo] may be used. In actual operation the optimization can be done off line and stored in a lookup table.
The steepest ascent method is an iterative method originally used for unconstrained optimization, the step update It is obvious that increasing the total energy will increase L, so Vr, will always point in a direction that needs more total energy. To consider a fixed total energy one must constrain the update to the fixed energy hyper plane. This can be done by partitioning the gradient bit energy distribution is a decreasing function and that for very low SNR all the energy is used for the first hits, like some sort of "soft" frame truncation. With values for E,(n) the expected error free length L can he calculated directly using (2) and (1). The probability density function, from (I), for the first error position is shown in Figure 5 . We see from these density functions that the expected length will be close to the "truncation" limit in all cases, meaning that the variance in the error free length will he small, reducing flicker in video stream at the receiver.
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NONUNIFORM BIT-ENERGY DISTRIBUTION VERSUS FRAME TRUNCATION
Seeing that with the optimized Es(n) the energy tended to he used for the first bits we now consider a "hard" frame truncation. This requires only a single variable optimization, the truncation point, using for example golden-section search [l I] over the complete frame length. The result of one such optimization is shown in Figure 6 which should he compared to the optimal E,(n) in Figure 4 . A comparison of the performance of optimized bit energy distribution and optimized truncation is shown in Fig- ure I. The difference in expected error free length in performance is small, on the order of 0.2 dB in favor of the optimized hit energy distribution. The probability density function for the truncated frames, Figure 8 , shows that in this case the variance will also be very small, implying that the truncation may be used instead of the optimal E,(n) without significant loss of video quality. 
CONCLUSIONS
Considering networks with wireless links for video transmission, the use of progressive video coders would allow for a general approach to graceful degradation and robustness. However, such methods must be used in conjunction with network protocols that are able to denote data as truncatable.
We suggest the use of nonuniform bit-energy distributions in the radio interface which are optimized to improve the expected error free length. As those optimizations require knowledge of the radio link SNR, some SNR estimate must be available.
goes to zero before the end of the frame in lower SNR cases (a "soft frame truncation"). Alternatively, a "hard frame truncation, in which all the available energy is used evenly for contiguous bits from the beginning of the frame was also investigated. In both cases, the performance was similar, agreeing to within a few percent. Given that, the second order statistics for error free length also closely agreed, the simple frame truncation may be preferable in light of simplified transmitter complexity. 
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